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July 1st 2020: Hypnosis-Everywhere - Bob
Burns- The Swan and beyond!!

This week we welcome back perennial HypnosisEverywhere favorite - Bob Burns - creator of the
Swan technique - used World Wide by
therapeutic practitioners Bob Burns hypnotised
his first person in the early 70’s whilst merely
pretending to be a hypnotist (something that
scared the hell out of him!). Since then he has
done stage hypnosis, street, impromptu and also
uses hypnosis in the world of magic and
mentalism . He is also a working clinical
hypnotist, seeing clients in his therapy rooms in
Montrose, Scotland (the home of James
Esdaile). More importantly he has GREAT stories
(some ev
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Featured Guest
Bob Burns
Bob is a hypnotherapist with over 40 years of experience and very well
known within his industry.Bob Burns is also a professional musician,
mentalist and magician, also runs workshops internationally teaching
and demonstrating everything required to be a hypnotherapist and how to
start and run a professional practice.And by far the most important part
of Bobs teaching is The Swan, which is now used and practiced by
therapists, psychologists, healers and doctors in more than 75 countries
around the world.Apart from working as a full time therapist he is a much
sought after speaker and lecturer in the field and delivers training and
workshops in hypnosis around the world many countries in Eur
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